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■ : . . CHAPTER I . ■ ■■..■■

EXISTING STSTEMJ3 OF. LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND

■ CONCEPTS OF. CENTRAL LOCAL RELATIONS

Definitions : (

1. j^ocal government means different things to different people. In order

therefore that discussions of the various aspects of the main theme of the

seminar, central services to local authorities, may be kept as concrete as

possible, it is advisable that a concrete interpretation of the terms used .

should first be sought, to serve as a framework. This paper begins with an

attempt to construct such a framework.

2, "Local authority" in English is a concrete expression used to denote an

individual organ of decentralized local.administration. "Local government"

is an abstract term used to denote the general system of administration by

local authorities. However, this interpretation itself makes use of ambiguous

terms and raises a question more difficult perhaps than the one it started out

to answer. What is meant by decentralized local administration?

.3.. In no country represented at this seminar is administration conducted-,

wholly from the.capital city by civil servants stationed in that city. There

is no need to- elaborate the reasons? they are summed up in a French proverb

which says that although a ruler may govern from afar he can only administer

from close at hand. All governments therefore divide the country into areas

for local administration and post their officials to field stations where they

can provide public services in the manner best adapted to local conditions.

This is still, however-, centralized local administration beoause the-officials

are. tiie direct agents of the central government and serve the purposes of

the, central government. Any ..powers they may have to make on decisions of

policy are delegated to them by. their official superiors.
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4. Local administration is said, to be decentralized when powers are not

delegated but devolved. The difference between delegation and devolution

is that in the former case the government does not deprive itself of any

of its powers but merely grants a measure of discretion to its local

officials; whereas in the second case the government actually transfers

some of its powers by legal process to a person or body of persons. To put

it another way, in delegating power the government retains the initiatives

in devolving power the government parts with the initiative to another body,

but retains the right to control that body.

Nature and Purpose of Local Government

5. Usually the reason for devolving power is to enable local communities

to participate in the management of their own affairs and the person or

body of persons who receive the devolved powers are representatives of the

communities, standing outside the official civil service. Such a body has

to be given a legal personality in order to receive and exercise the

devolved powerss it must therefore be established either by the constitution

or by legislation. If it is desired to cover the whole country with a net

work of local authorities, but some areas are not yet capable of producing a

competent council, the device is sometimes used of appointing an administra

tor in his own person to be the local authority under the law. The

administrator may then collect an advisory council around himself, working

through it and progressively delegating his own powers to it, until it gains

enough experience to be given the statutory powers direct. The administrator

then withdraws. This can be a useful educative method.

Tribal Administration

6. In the cases of both delegation and devolution it is implicit that the

totality of State powers lies at the centre, for it seems self-evident.that

nothing can be decentralized which has not first been centralized.

Nevertheless, this is not always completely true in practice. Prior to the

creation of central governments there were in several African countries
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local communities, usually of a tribal or ethnic nature, which had been

accustomed to manage their own affairs without regard to any higher

authority. Governments,wishing on the one hand to assert their sovereign

authority and on the other hand to derive administrative advantage from the

existence of these communities, have often allowed them to retain their

customary powers.

7. Discussion of this point would be incomplete without at least some

reference to the system of native administration as practised by colonial

governments more or less up to the 1950s. Both the French and the British,

in attempting to develop the services of a modern administration, found

that the tribal leaders were the only means of communication between the

government and the people. They therefore imposed upon these leaders,

sometimes individually, sometimes in council, in addition to the powers

which were or were believed to be theirs by virtue of custom, a number ,

of new powers which were entirely modern and not customary at all. This

spragmatic approach was later rationalized, particularly in British

colonies, into a system (almost indeed a philosophy) known as indirect

rule. In the context of this paper the issue is whether the native

authorities were truly local authorities or whether they were projections

of central administration, that is, whether they were decentralized or

centralized organs of local administration. A little of both perhaps but

the argument has become academic since in the meantime the native authority

statutes have almost everywhere been repealed and the native authority

councils have either been transformed into or been replaced by local

authorities of a modern kind.

8. Sven so a lega£_fiojy^n_Jiaa_iii.--BOme-o_aeeB been used to "maintain the

4°Tiaa- Q-f centralization prior to decentralization. In Northern Nigeria,

for example, the law in addition to devolving specific powers allows; the

native authorities to continue to exercise the unspecified powers which are

inherent in them by virtue of native law and custom.
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9 • By such means even the imperial powers which existed long before
the establishment of oentral governments have been brought under the control

of a statute and the exercise of these powers has' been subjected to statutory
procedure. In this sense.even these powerscan may be said to have been first
centralized and then decentralized.

Statutory Basis of Local Government

10. The present situation is perhaps best summed up in the saying, "local
authorities are entirely creatures, of statute", and it is their separate

legal personality which distinguishes thWr from officials exercising a
dexegated power, since the,latter have no legal personality and exercise
whatever discretionary powers tbey may have by virtue not of a written law

tut of the administrative pragtice of their official superiors. "

Common practices

11. The. elements of local government which are common to a largest of

Africa are. now described in general terms.

An area is chosen as suitable for local, government, after consideration
of crxteria which include population, community of interest, wealth and the
characteristics of the services to be provided. All the inhabitants of this
area are considered simpiy as residents and not,as members of any racial

relxgxous or tribal community. If the population is too large for direct

operatxons a council representative of the residents is chosen, not ' - '

necessarily, be it noted, elected. A chairman of the council is elected or

aPPOlnt6d i^ from the central civil-

external audit. aco°"«^ and to submit to
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Variations of practice

12. From this point the system takes separate paths. One path leads back

directly or indirectly to the French system and the other directly or

indirectly to the British system.

In the French .cyntc^ tb-j local government lav allows the local authority

to do anything which is not prohibited .by that or any other law. Executive

power is vested in the "maire" or chairmano A regional official of the

Ministry of the Interior, a prefect or governor, is invested with the power

of tutelage, that is, he has considerable power to regulate and control the

activities of local authorities "by virtue of his office.

13. In the British system the local authority may only do what th£ law

specifically c-•-■•-,:-. - .. ±, to do: the do^r—.o o^ "ultra vires" is applied.

Hew powers can only be acquired by application to the central government.

The local council is itself exerutive as well as deliberative. It is

responsible for carrying oui; its ora decisions and :may employ administrative

and technical staff for this purpose. Thsre is no regional official of the

ministry with the power of general tutelage over local authorities, although

certain of their activities are subject to inspection by officers of the

relevant ministries*

Central Relations with Field^Admj >iistration

14. It will no doubt be readily agreed tha« the question of central/local

relations in respc:;t of field administration can te disposed of quickly.

Tin, members of TLe field aci.,; : l_:c,_.:,. ;.:.,;_..l c.'fioers, agricultural

officers, local government inspectors and the like, exercise, '^as has been

said, powers which are delegated to them by their respective ministers,

3ach officers, in' respect oi1 policy matters, is raally the minister actin-

locally, ilelatic-Vs '.hn'r-forc are ihe ordinary one- 01 senior with sub

ordinate offices i.-:i 'jhe '\-:y_3 ser^ica hiei-arcay.
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15. It is when powers are devolved upon truly decentralized local authorities

that relations 1)600316 complicated and often obscure. Powers which have "been

devolved, that is legally transferred, are exercised thereafter as of right

"by the authority.on which they have been devolved. When local government

is "both efficient and firmly "based on society this doctrine is not questioned

by the central government. African governments in general, however, cannot

yet adopt this unquestioning attitudes they must still carefully consider

the value of local government as an agency for development and as an aid to

the creation of a consciousness of national unity. Local authorities

themselves are beset by difficulties caused by shortage of qualified staff,

illiteracy, ill-health, poor communications, harsh climate and the tendency

■ of tribal society to fragment itself. There is also the danger of corruption.

Central governments for their part, particularly in single-party States, can

be ruthless in repressing local non-conformists. All these factors can

' ■■ diminish the efficiency of local authorities and prevent them from exercising

their rights to the full. .

16. The combined effect o£ these factors has often provoked governments into

taking measures of excessive centralization, thus further undermining the

basis of local government. Although central services to local authorities

must necessarily include restrictions placed upon them, the "correct balance

is difficult to find. Stable local government is essential for rapid

development but itself depends upon freedom from ill-considered and capricious

decisions of the central government. There can therefore be no doubt that

central local relations should be based on some consistent theory, but this

theory must be constructed by each country for itself, drawing upon the

theories of other countries -as much as is necessary3 but never merely

I"! - copying them.//The concepts of master and servant or employer and employee

relationship are not relevant. The concept of principal and a^ont relation

ship has only secondary relevance- The concept most commonly used is the

relationship between senior and junior partner but even this is scarcely
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correct because it conveys the idea of two people sitting in a single office

and dealing with the same subject matter like doctors or solicitors. Whet

is wanted is a concept which will convey the idea of two authorities which

operate from different headquarters and deal autonomously with similar, not

the same subjects, where one is nevertheless subject to the ultimate

authority of the other,.

Summary of Succeeding Chapters

18. The following chapter lists the outside agencies which affect local

authorities and briefly describes the ways in which they can bring their

influence to bear. The next two chapters discuss in greater detail the

role of local authorities in relation to the two great development agencies,

the community development movement and the national planning authority.

Chapters V and VI deal with the two essential supports of local government,

adequate finance and competent staff. ■

Questions for Discussion

19. The points for discussion which arise from this chapter are general

ones:

(1) Identification and description of the essential characteristics c:1

decentralized local administration = local government,,

(2) Public enlightenment about the nature and purpose of local govornmejr

(3) Removal of improper political pressure on the administration of

local government.

(4) Eradication of corruption including nepotism.

(5) Construction of a theory of central/local relations.
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CHAPTER II .

CENTRAL AGENCIES DEALING WITH ■ . ,

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

List of Agencies

1. It was pointed out in the previous chapter that central services to

local authorities must include not only help given to them but also

restrictions placed upon them. The term, central agency, itself should

also be extended to include any agency external to a local authority such

as voluntary associations of local authorities, institutes of administration,

and in some cases, superior local authorities and provincial or regional

councils.

2. If this inclusive definition is accepted, the following is a list

of agencies which exist in Africas

(1) a ministry or at least a central department wholly dedicated to the

operation of local government?

(2) other ministries, for example, health, education, works?

( 3) field agents of ministries?

(4) general area'administrators, for example, prefects, governors?

commissioners? .

(5) other local authorities including regional.councils?.

( 6) local loans boards?

(7) local service commissions?

(8 ) associations of local authorities?

(9 ) associations of local authority staff?

( 10 ) institutes of administration;

( 11.) political parties.
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for Local Adaptation

3. .Since administration has to be carried out in real, not ircaginery,

situations the nature and work of these agencies will be better understood

if some description can first be given, of the conditions in which they
have to operate.

4 The systems of local government which are being practised at present

. xn Africa are not indigenous growths tut are being imposed from the top.

Local government was imported into Africa from Europe in quite recent times
by the policy makers of the central governments. In principle, it was seen

to be one of the essential institutions of government in all developed

countries; in practice, it was seen to be a better foundation for the close

and intensive administration which would be necessary in Africa in an era

of rapxd development than either an extended tribal organization or a vastly

expanded central bureaucracy which were the only other .choices available,

t was also viewed emotionally from the nationalist stand-point as making
a break with the former colonial type of administration.

5. Nevertheless there:is a limit to what one country can borrow from another

The laws, regulations and outward organization may easily be understood and

reproduced. It is much less easy, however, to understand the unwritten

conventions which supplement the written law and still harder to reproduce

the* xn a different environment. For, in general, they are the outcome of

attitudes of mind and habits of behaviour formed over tens and hundreds of

years m a particular society. Looal government must be firmly based on the

socxal life of the people, otherwise it will be unstable, as indeed it is in

much of Africa for lack of just this essential base. It is not yet a
movement of the people.

6. To make a system of local government work while at the same time

skiving to make it a popular movement is primarily the task of the central
agencies, a sufficiently practical task from one point of view, but fro.

another point of view a task that demands the qualities of vision and patience
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in those who establish these agencies and those'who operate them. They must

have a clear idea of their goal, for in the short run not only is local

government under constant attack by impationt politicians or officials, who

may see it as an obstacle drawn horizontally across the country to bar them

from direct access to the people, but also the early local authorities

themselves may disappointB

7* The process is unending and cannot be hurried, "The greatest theme of

history still is, and perhaps always -will be, the unending story of man's

effort to reconcile.order and liberty,, the two essential ingredients of a

truly great civilization".-^

There can be no finality, only constant effort, constant vigilance.

8. It is against this background of the ideal and the practical that the

work of each of the central agencies is now briefly examined.

The Ministry of Local Government

9- In the circumstances which have.been described the establishment and

nurture of local government calls for positive, concentrated attention-at

the highest level of government. This concentration is not possible

without a separate ministry of local government. If there is only,a depart

ment of local government joined with other departments in. a comprehensive

ministry, the minister has to divide his attention between local government

and a number of other activities. Some combinations make little sense in

terms of practical administration, for example, a ministry of local government,

lands and mines. A more sensible arrangement is for a department of local

government to be combined with a department which deals witii one of the main

activities of local authorities, say health or educations but. this can lead

to the particular dominating the general. Better still, therefore, is to

combine, local government with another general subject such as home affairs

or community development.' Best of all is, as has been said, to have a

separate ministry at least during the formative period of local government.

—' B. Wilkinson, quoted by oir Arthur Bryant in The Age of

Chivalry - 1963
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10. The practice in some countries of placing urban and rural local govern

ment it separate ministries has little to recommend, it. Historically, it

arose iecause in colonial territories a European form.of local government

was introduced at an early date and without question into certain-,of the

larger1towns which were themselves mainly of a European rather than an

African character. When local government was introduced into the rural

areas, much later and as a conscious act of policy, it was mainly thought

of as a development of "native" administration, and was therefore placed in

charge of the department or ministry of native or African affairs. There was

in consequence little cross-breeding between town and -country. Local govern

ment is, however, essentially the same in towns and in rural areas* the

difference is one of degree rather than of kind, it is a matter of observa

tion that ideas about local government spread from the towns to the rural

areas and not from the rural areas :o the towns. Every'unit of local :"

government ought to contain a core of economic activity? a system of local

government which is based on rural areas only stands little chance of

development. ■ ■ ....,,.;.

11. There is no space here to elaborate the various functions of a :ministi>y

of local government but a check-list is given "belows ■ ■' ■■■■■*■■■■■•■-

(1) Its main function is to formulate policy and to promote this in its

..-,; own right. . . .

(2) It also co-ordinates, the work of the other -technical departments, or

ministries which have direct dealings with local authorities. : . ..,

(3) It prepares legislation'"both principal and: subsidiary. - ' —

(4) It works out administrative procedures, e.g. for conducting elections,

the employment of staff, the making of contracts, the purchase of

stores.

(5) Similarly, it works out. financial procedures, e.ge for the .prepara

tion of esti^.^tesj" the keeping of accounts, the making of super

annuation schemes.
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(6) It exercises statutory control of local authorities by approval

of estimates, auditing of accounts, conducting inquiries.

(7) Similarly, it exercises administrative control by various forms of _

tutelage.

(8) It provides legal and financial advice to local authorities' and

also technical advice on such subjects as housing and town planning.

It often sets up organizations within the ministry for such

purposes,

(9) It is responsible for arranging training.

(10) It conducts or sponsors research.

This list is not exhaustive but will serve to illustrate the sort of

work that is being done to-day by various ministries of local government.

Other Ministries

12. It is debatable to what extent other ministries should deal.direct.with

local authorities. In some cases they do, but in other cases communication

is conducted both ways through the ministry of local government and its

local agents. In the latter event, as services become more numerous and

more technically complicated, the ministry of local government would be.

compelled to add to its own staff specialist officers for education, hoalth,

works and so on and there might be a tendency for it to grow into a -govern

ment within a government. On the other hand, if, say, the education

ministry deals direct with local authorities, two difficulties ma.y arise.

The officials of the local authority may not at present be sufficiently

well qualified to hold their own in professional argument with the officials

of the education ministry5 and, secondly, the Ministry may actually obstruct

the devolution of its own powers, whatever the law may say. The case can be

quoted of a law under which it was necessary for various ministries to'

transfer certain of theii" powers to local authorities- Ho ministry took
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any initiative to carry out this law and it was not until officials of the

Ministry of Local Government were placed inside the other ministries to draft

the necessary orders that any steps were taken to carry out the intention

of the law. There can be no hard and fast rule about this "but arrangements

will vary according to the maturity of local government as a whole and of

the capacities of individual local authorities.

Field Agents of Ministries

13. There is always the possibility of jurisdictional conflict "between the

local officers of a ministry and the local authority of the area to which

they are posted. It arises at the point where the vertical specialized

responsibility of the agent intersects with the horizontal generalized

responsibility of the local authority. Where different ministries use

different operational areas, the conflict will be greatest. This is a bald

statement of a problem which can only be solved by co-ordination, a word

which can never be kept out of any discussion about public administration.

General Area Administrators

14. One way of achieving co-ordination is to place all the local officers

of the ministries under the local command of a general administrator who is

also the officer responsible for dealing on behalf of the central government

as a whole with the local authorities in the area. In logic there is little

to criticize in this method, yet it has not been practised everywhere,

perhaps because of a feeling that it is too rigid and formal and does not

make any concession to the good sense of the people' concerned whtf, it is

said, if left alone will achieve co-ordination by informal means. The

formal and informal methods derive from French and British theory

respectively. Thus the district commissioner in the former British colonies

was never accorded the legal status and powers of a French Prefect. Sven

so, his office has been abolished by most of the suooessor'governments.

This might have indicated a wish to go back to the practice in Britain
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itself where there are no district commissioners, still less prefects,

but in fact it was more of an emotional assault upon a particular office

peculiar to the colonial regime. The disappearance of the office, however,

did not mean that the need for the functions of the office likewise

disappeared, so it is being recreated in several countries with a much

greater political content than before-, .The new government representatives

or regional and area commissioners are much more like the French Prefects than

British District Commissioners ever were. .'.:;'..:. ... .:J-..:.. .„..■.

Other Local Authorities ...

15. Sometimes local.government services are divided between a major local

authority operating over a certain area and one or more minor local

authorities each operating over only a part of that area. If the minor

authorities are placed in administrative subordination to the major authority,

it will mean that .they can only communicate with the central'government

through, the major authority. Again local authorities may join together to

establish a joint committee to administer a particular service over the

combined area. Some countries too have established, regional or provincial

councils midway between local government as a whole and the central govern

ment. In such cases the regional or provincial council is an agency

external to and acting upon all local authorities in the area,' including

major ones.

Local Loans Boards ■ ; ' . .-

16. Very soon after a local authority has been established it finds that

it cannot accumulate sufficient capital out of budget surpluses to undertake

the capital works necessary for the development of the services for which

it has been made responsible. It will then need to borrow money but has

no access or is not allowed any access to the capital market. In these

circumstances central governments are the only source of supply and many

governments have already established a procedure for issuing loans and set up

a semi-autonomous board to administer it. The Government usually primes the
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loan fund with a substantial amount of-money and this fund can be increased

"by .^aggregating part of the various reserve funds of individual local

authorities which ere not under immediate call. The fund is intended to "be
i ■ ■

self-supporting and the loans are of course serviced by amounts appropriated

in the annual budgets of the borrowing authorities.

Looal Service Commissions

17• -he supfjly of qualified officers for local authorities nowhere matches

the demand and in consequence there can be no free self-regulating market.

In this state.of disequilibrium the separate recruitment and employment by

individual local authorities of their own staff can lead to many abuses and

undermine the confidence of the officers. Chaotic conditions may make it

imperative in the interests of the staff and therefore of local government

and therefore ultimately of central government itself to introduce some order,

In some countries the government through the Ministry of-Looal Government

has decided to regulate the appointment of staff by local authorities and

to determine the conditions of employment.. In other countries, in order that

decisions should be seen to be free from political bias, the duty has been

handed over to an impartial local service commission.

Associations of Local Authorities

18. These are sometimes said to represent employers in local government in

contrast with the staff associations which represent the employees. This

is not the correct antithesis, however, because what they really represent is

the policy-making side of local government. As such their merit is that

they can present to the central government a broad view of local government

seen from the inside. Moreover, the government can consult them about the

effect of any proposed measures upon local authorities. This makes it easier

for both sides to avoid special pleading. If separate associations are

formed for different classes of .local.authority, for example, urban, rural,

major or minor, care must.be taken lest they become unduly competitive

among themselves. It will be better to postpone the establishment of suoh .

associations until a real need is felt for them.
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Associations of Local Authority Staff . ,

19. These are to he distinguished from societies established to promote the

interests of members of a particular profession, for example, engineering,

medicine or the law. Local authorities employ representatives of several

professions and a much larger number of non-professional staff all of whom,

however, have a common interest in the fact of their being employed by local

authorities.

The main activity in the early years of a staff association will be of

a trade union nature, that is to increase the status of its members and to

improve their conditions of service. When these matters are taken care of

by a local service commission the staff association will be able to turn

more rapidly to establishing welfare and educational services for its ,

members,
■ , .. ■ ■. . t ■

Institutes of Administration .■■■■. -

20. Independent or semi-independent institutes can perform a useful service

in keeping the theoretical basis of local government constantly under

examination. They can provide training courses for staff and councillors

alike. They can run libraries and spread knowledge of the ways of local

government among the people. They can conduct research and put themselves

in a position to give an independent consultancy service both to the

government and to local authorities.

Political Parties '....' .... . . •'■ ' . ■ ■

21. Local authorities are political bodies. To the extent that they are

elected it is idle to suppose that they can be insulated from politics and

illogical to suppose that they should be. The beneficial role that political

partisanship can play in local government is to activate and educate otherwise

apathetic and sluggish communities. Sometimes in Africa, unfortunately,

political partisanship has been destructive of sound administration. Political

differences which ought more properly to have been expressed at the national
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level have "been "brought down to local level and have inte-^ferred with

decisions about such practical matters as the siting of a school. Occasionally

political partsanship has made a local authority unworkable. In one town where

all the councillors were elected on party tickets, "business was brought to a

standstill by the failure of the opposing parties to agree to anything.

Moreover, the staff were terrorized by political pressure brought to bear

upon them by both sides. In the end the council was dissolved and replaced

by a council wholly nominated by the central government. Although the

government nominated the same persons who had formerly been elected and had

just been dismissed, the reconstituted council immediately forgot all its

previous quarrels and devoted itself to the service; of the town and

recaptured the loyalty and enthusiasm of the staff. There is probably a

moral somewhere.

In the single party State, the object of the party is to ensure that

the local authority does not deviate from the party line. This may prevent

a local authority from falling a prey to the undignified squabbles of rival

parties, but on the other hand, and especially when the. party is indistin

guishable from the State, there is the obvious danger that the local authority

from a political point of view may become no more than a party cell and from

an administrative point of view may become no more than an agent of the

central government.

In one form or another politics has penetrated local government in Africa

for purposes other than those which may "be ■beneficial. The only way to check

this is to retreat wholly or partially from local .-elections and to fill all

or some of the seats on a local council by some other method of selection.
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Questions for Discussion

22. This chapter raises the following questions for discussions —■

(i) Is the list of central agencies complete? Check, .and amend as

necessary - para 2. . .

(ii) What adaptations of European models of local government have been

satisfactory and unsatisfactory respectively - paras: 4, 5?

: (iii) Is the purpose of local government in Africa to reconcile order

and liberty - paras 6 and 7?

(iv) What is the case for> having a. separate ministry of., local-

government - para 9?

(v) Should urban and rural local government be combined in One ministry

- para 10? . _ ,:

(vi) What should be the relation'between a ministry of local government

and other ministries which deal with local authorities [- :paras

11, 12? ■ ■■ ■ ..,."- : .:

(,vii) How should the field agencies of the government, including general

administrators, be co-ordinated with local authorities - paras

13, 14? ' ' " ' ""■ ' ■"' ""■ "' ": "

(viii) What is the role of provincial or regional authorities in

relation to local authorities - para 15?

(ix) To what extent in present conditions can local, authorities regulate

their, own affairs, ..including staff matters, through .voluntary

associations, with the object of making direct government

intervention less necessary - paras 163 19?

(x) Can institutes of administration render direct services to local

authorities, apart from their primary function of training staff -

para 20?

(xi) What is the correct role of politics in local government - para

21?
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CHAPTER III

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Its origin

1. ■ An undeveloped country is one in which people are wholly at the mercy

of their environment,, They do not attempt to control it but adapt them

selves as best they may. This often includes deifying the rain and-the ■ -

wind and other natural forces as a justification of mens • submission to .

them. A developing country is one in which a start has- been made by some

to master the environment. A developed country, however, is not one where

nothing remains to be done, but one where most of the people can recognize

a new problem ands moreover, know what steps should be taken and by whom

if it is to be solved. The characteristic of an undeveloped country is

a subsistence economy: few people are affected by development and money

is of little account. The characteristic of a developed country is an

exchange economy which affects everyone: money is all important for develop

ment but cannot be extended beyond its face value. The characteristic

of a developing country is that large numbers of people are still free to

give personal service, if they are willing, and thus to make a substantial

addition to the face value of money available for development.

2. The majority of the people in many African countries have, scarcely

yet moved out of a subsistence economy. To judge the level of develop

ment by measuring the national income per person has little meaning out- ■

side statistical tables, for it takes no account-of distribution; vast

numbers of people have no cash income, at all. The problems of develop

ment are therefore social and political as. well as economic. Quality is

necessary as well as quantity. Quality is reflected in such things as

the possibility of general education and professional training, security

of employment, medical care, pensions, and more generally, human rights.^

1/ See Bulletin of Inter-African Labour Institute, CCTA'November" 1963,"
Article by Professor Neuman; President of the Belgian National Invest
ment Society.
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It can be said that money is no less necessary for qualitative development

than it is for quantitative development and that the social reformers must

wait for their money until large scale physical developments are produc

ing a sufficient increase of revenue. This seemed to be an inexorable -'-■

law but, as often,•necessity proved to be the mother of invention and the.

doctrine of community development was born.

Its nature

3. Community development is both a new agency and a new technique of

development. Yet "probably the most common error, and perhaps the most

unfortunate, repeated in country after country, has been the false assump

tion that the"end purpose of community development is material improvements.

Physical improvements are an inevitable and essential part of community,

development. However, these improvements are not to be regarded as ends

in themselves,.but. simply as instruments of stimulation that are used as

part of a broad process of helping people to establish for themselves a

participating, problem-solving society .in which the chief concern is the

dignity and well-being of -individuals11.■=/

4. Community Development in Africa still suffers from those who look - .

upon it, as the saying goes, as no more than a poor man's public works

department. On the other hand, it also suffers from those who, disregard

ing realities, have the vision of "a great leap forward" of -whole popula

tions. This has not happened and if it did, it could not be sustained.

The rational aim of community development is, as Poston more moderately

expresses it, "a participating, problem-solving society". Participating

means co-operating with central and local government in both the planning

and execution of all improvements. It implies that'"the people have con

fidence in their Government at all levels. Problem-solving means taking

the initiative to identify whatever is wrong or lacking and then doing

something about it.

Contact with government

5. To do something one must know noi only what to do but how to do it.

It has always been the custom in Africa for people to help one another

1/ E.W. Poston. Democracy Speaks Many Tongues, 1962, Page I85.
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in their private ' aot-Hn.-ttes like- clearing the. land or building a house?

hut it is only recently that this community self-help has been extended

to public projects such as the creation.of-new services and amenities.

This is the-point where the Government .must step in "because of its ulti

mate responsibility for all public affairs, It must top off with equip

ment and technical skill community projects which otherwise could not be

brought to completion. It must arrange to maintain whatever has been

created. Itmust.do both these things in such a way as to encourage

initiative.without committing itself to greater maintenance costs than

it can affoi-d. This is another way of saying that the administrative

aspects of community development must never be left out of account.

6. The moSt..obvious point of contact between community development and

the Government organization is at local government level. But here there

is an administrative.problem. Local government and community development

are both dealing :with the same subjects in the same area. Yet they are

both in the. early stages of growth and the question is l:ow their further

growth should be-regulated. Are they to: grow in parallel, never meeting?

Will they meet and merge? Will .one prevail and the other die out?

Compariso^wijtt^J^qcal^^ove^nment ■"■ . .-,:,, ■- •■.

7. In some ways local government and community development are entirely

opposed. A.local authority is a statutory body with power to tax and power-

to make-d^wisions which have. the. foreer of law and are thus enforceable

in the courts. Community development is a voluntary movement and any sanc

tions, other than the pressure of community opinion, would destroy it.

Again, local government operates over a fixed area and over all the resi

dents in that area; coinaunity development may operate over any part of

that area and -any of the residents even in that part may opt out. Lastlys

the business of local government revolves round the budget in an annual

cycle? community development is ;no.t.confined to any time schedule. It

might seem therefore that the two are of a different nature and in a sense

this is true. . ...

8O Nevertheless, they depend on each other. Although material improve

ments may be not the most important aim of properly cenducted community
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development, it would be' too theoretical to argue that they can after

wards he neglected. In the aggregate they amount to a considerable

capital investment which it would be folly not to maintain. They must

usually therefore be taken over for maintenance by the local authority.

This in practice means spreading the cost over all the residents of the

local authority's area who must in consequence be allowed, through their

council, some say in what projects are started.

It is also to the local authority that community development will

normally look for the. help with materials and technical advice which must

be available when it is required. Thus community development needs local

government.

9. Local government also needs community development. Nothing is more

depressing to an actor than to perform in an empty theatre. Local govern

ment likewise needs the support of a participating and co-operative public

which it is not always able, as yet, to create for itself, partly because

it has been imposed from above, partly because the boundaries of many

local authorities extend beyond the limits of naturally cohesive communi

ties and partly, it must be admitted, because through corruption and other

abuses many have forfeited their chances of ever winning public confidence.

The way ahead

10. At the present stage then local government and community development

are not the same thing but they are complementary and their interdependence

is highly advantageous for general development on the broadest possible

front. People who live in communities have an obligation to serve their

communities and it is the task of community development not only to arouse

a sense of this obligation but also to make it effective. However, as

public works and services become more elaborate and more technically

complicated, it ceases to be possible for them to be run on the basis of

personal service. The citizen must then commute his service by a cash

payment to a public organization, actually a tax paid to the local autho

rity. At the same time the citizen himself will have become a specialized

worker and will not be able to take time off from his trade or profession

to give personal service. There is no fixed point of time at which this
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happens. It is just a normal tendency tut little by little the local

authority must, take over public works from community .development. This

in the long run will limit community development to cultural and social

activities which, though .immensely valuable, are not part of public admi

nistration.

11. If this forecast is true and although it may seem that at present

both can be.backed to the limit, .it is important that policy makers should

prepare for. the tirae when community development will vacate the field of

public administration in favour of local government. Community develop

ment, therefore, should not be allowed to compete with local government

in the field of public administration. It is the best" po'ssible-Tneahs-bf ■•'

filling gaps at present', "but'as "soon as competition sets in the balance ■

must be tilted in favour of local government. This situation is summed

up by the United Nations in the statement that community development is

most needed where local 'government- is weakest, yet where community develop

ment is most effective -local government, remains weak.1 ■ . ; ■

12. Meanwhile,' administrative action should.be in line with this probable-.

conclusion. The central government must of course frame general ;po,licy:

it must employ officers qualified in the special techniques of community

development and it must be responsible for training. But as far as pos

sible it should deal with community development groups through the local

authority, especially channeling grants this way and freeing the local.v

authority to the greatest possible extent in its own relations with the

groups, for example, "by allowing it to operate a special fund outside the

controls which are applied to the ordinary budgetary process.

13. The local authority for its part, if it is to aid community develop

ment projects with equipment and technical staff or if it is to take over

the maintenance of improvements, must, as has already been said, have a

direct interest in what projects are started. This results in the peculiar

exercise of trying to plan for the unpredictable. It can indeed only be

done if, as has been suggested, the local authority is itself allowed a

wider discretion than is normal. All the same it calls for great admini

strative ingenuity, for community projects can be killed just as dead by
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too much help as "by too little. A most useful central service in this .

respect is the provision of on the spot advice by■sympathetic officers

of the Ministry of Local Government and indeed there is a great deal to

"be said for combining local government and community development in a

single ministry.

14. This chapter assumes that the broad purpose of central government,

of local government and of community development is the same? namely,

to develop the country socially and culturally (i.e. qualitatively) as

well as economically (i.e. quantitatively). It raises the following

Questions for Dieousai^nt

(i) Does the narrower expression, 'a participating, problem-solving

society1, provide a still adequate description of the aims

of community development in particular - paras. 1, 4?

(ii) In what respects is community development different from the

earlier forms of community self-help - para.5?

(iii) Similarly, in what respects ie community development different

from local government - paras.5> 7?

(iv) What are the points of contact between community development

and local government - paras. 8, 10?

(v) In what direction should each develop - paras. 6, 11-13?
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CHAPTER IV

PLASHING

The annual revenue "budget of local authorities

1. Every local authority is a planning authority in the sense that it

is tied either by law or "by practice to an annual revenue budget. The

planning period, however, is longer than one year for it includes the

period d,uring the previous year when the.policy decisions are taken and

estimates prepared and the period during the succeeding year when there

is stocktaking, evaluation and audit of accounts. One planning period

may overlap .the next, but whatever the time span, the revenue budget is '

effective over one year only and the figures must be precise because "the

budget is the vehicle for fixing the amount of rate" (local tax).—'

2. In some African countries capital expenditure is included in the

revenue budget. The effect of this is that new works which may have a

life of several years are nevertheless paid for by the tax-payers of one

year. Cases have been observed where more than half the revenue has been

allocated to new capital works with the result that there is not enough

left to maintain existing services properly and the further result that

no provision is made to cover the future costs of maintaining the new

works. This practice is not only unfair 5 it is also■inefficient in the »

long run. ■■■ Various rules have'been introduced as a:corrective, for^example,

a ceiling may be set to the proportion of the revenue budget which may

be devoted to capital expenditure\ or. the rule may be that no single item

of capital expenditure may cost more than a fixed sum. . ■

The annual capital budget

3. By. now,.however, most local authorities are financing capital expendi

ture- by borrowing ".nd aro preparing an annual capital "budget separate from

the revenue .budge".. It is only the reflection of the capital budget which

appears in the revenue budget in the form of service charges for the loans.

l/ A.H. Marshall. Financial Administration in Local Government, i960.
Page 262. The first five paragraphs are based on material drawn from

this work.
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Although the figures must again "be precise because it is an annual budget,

the capital budget does not carry the same general authority as the revenue

budget to incur expenditure: each item must usually be the subject of

a separate ad hoc vote. ~:-: ....-'. . . .:....- .. .. ■, '.;.;■ . .'.-■■

The development budget ' ■ . . ;.

4. As development gathers momentum and speed the need is felt for a scheme

of capital expenditure planned over a period of several years instead of

just one year. It is the role of local authorities in this long-term plann

ing that is the subject of this chapter.

5. Although a long-term, plan can be no more than a.statement-of inten-.

tions and the estimates cannot be as precise as they must be in the annual

budget, it. must be as realistic as possible or it is no plan. It cannot

be prepared as a theoretical exercise because this would be to leave out

of account two concrete and very human factors. The first is that develop

ment must eventually be paid for by increased taxes drawn somehow from

the people and free people will only continue to pay increased taxes for

something they believe in or at least accept. The second is that the gen

eral direction of development is determined by political thinking and this

can fluctuate from time to time.

Method of preparation ■■

6. It must "be emphasized that local'authorities are decentralized organs

of governments it follows that their role as long-term planning authori

ties is limited to the extent of their powers to choose between alterna-^

tives and to make their choice effective. Within this limit the start

of a plan ougnt to be a survey of what exists, but unfortunately most

local authoritiesihave no means of finding out. The first central or

external ssivice "i/_ey rsquirs is persons skilled in social research methods

and oompetsn4: ':o produce the required statistics. It will, however, be

a long time "before the statistical base can be completed. Meanwhile there

is nothing available except intelligent guess-work for which the local

knowledge of the authority will be helpful, provided that allowance" is

made for a fairly wide margin of error.
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The "best survey possible in the circumstances having "been made,,, the

next stage'is to■cet down what the local authority would like to see done

by the end of the period of the plan. The plan must then "be adjusted to

what the available resources, existing and improved, can be expected to

produce, Lastly the plan is phased for execution of part of it in eaoh

year of the plan. As each succeeding year approaches, greater precision

is given to the estimates for that year until they become precise enough

to be included in the annual capital and revenue budgets.

7. The available resources are professional staff of varying categories

of skill, unskilled workers, equipment of varying degrees of sophistica

tion, and money in the form of grants, loans and taxes. To make the plan

feasible these resources must be improved both by action taken internally

by the local authority and by recourse to aid from outside sources, usually

the central government. These methods are considered in turn.

8. The measures which a local authority may take to acquire a staff of

skilled officers are discussed in Chapter 71. Unskilled labour is avail

able in two ways in addition to the normal one of engaging individuals

for a vage< Most local authorities, at least in the former British Colo

nies., have the power in certain circumstances and subject to proper safe

guards, to call on communal labour 1'or specific communal projects. Whether

or not these labourers are paid the Kormal wage, they cannot avoid the

obligation to turn out although it is not forced labour in terms of the

Internatior.il Labour Convention. This addition to the normal supply of

voluntary workers is, however, less and less called for except in dire

emergencies, partly because it is difficult to administer properly but

mainly because the method of cora.iunity development is so much more at

tractive from every angle and so much more effective because it is drawn

out of the people instead of imposed upon them. Nevertheless, as was

pointed out in Chapter III the inclusion in a long-term plan of a move

ment whose essence is non-planning is no easy task. The improvement of

the methods of local taxation is also something that can be done by inter

nal action of the local authority. This is discussed in greater detail

in Chapter V.
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Reconciliationwith central_£lan

9. Quite'apart from'any improvements which, it can make internally, a

local authority is compelled to look outside itself, to the central govern

ment, for help with technical advice and capital funds... The question is

one not simply of development hut ol extra rapid development and no amount

of capital can he generated internally sufficient to "bring this about. For

this reason^ if for no other, all local authorities are at the mercy of

the central government "but there is another reason which is specially im

portant in the context, of planning, namely that the government has a plan

of its own. The confrontation of central and local government in the field

of planning is a comparatively recent phenomenon, either because the earlier

local authorities were not concerned with rapid development or because

the central government itself had not framed any national plan for develop

ment into which local plans had to he fitted. "Administration of old local-

self-governing institutions was not beset with the complications of develop

ment work and a confrontation with political representatives enjoying

superior powers'1.—' Moreover, there is a special difficulty where the ;_:

government is not framing its own plan within the same structure as the :

one in which the local authorities have prepared their plans, but may be

using the plan aa'.a means to alter the structure of society and of govern

ment administration-

10. Such a possibility as the one last mentioned may indeed cause plann

ing difficur.ties of a sort which are outside the scope of this chapter.

Here the point to be made, but not laboured, is that the government plan

will be all "he better for incorporating the wishes of its different parts.

These wishes are expressed in the plans put up by the various local author!"--

ties, which themselves have incorporated as far as may be possible the

wishes of different groups as expressed by the community development move

ment. At the same time the government's plans for subjects which lie out

side the scope of local government, such as harbours, hydro-electric schemes,

l/ K. Sheshadii, Administration of Panchayat Haj Planning in India.

Journal of Local Administration Overseas. Jan. 1964. Page 21.
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will be all the better if the local authorities, who will later have to

provide the supporting services, are brought early into consultation. The

test national plan is likely to emerge from such mutual consultation fol

lowed by adjustments of both central and local proposals. From the central

point of view, the willing co-operation of the people will be assured!

from the local point of view there will have emerged at least an outline

of the financial aid which will be forthcoming from the government. Much

disappointment can be avoided if the government at an early stage can give

local authorities a list of priorities which they must observe when prepar-

ing their own plans.

Practical difficulties . . .

11. Stated thus it all seems too obvious and easy. In practice there

are difficulties. First, local authorities compete with one another for

the largest share of an all to small amount of money. This does not usually

cause a crisis in a country which is sufficiently homogeneous to feel that ■

it is also a nation fo;r local authorities will in the end generally-acouiesc

in the government's decision .between conflicting claims. In countries,

however, where some local authorities may represent unassimilated minor

ities the position is much more difficult: political hostility between

the central: government and such local authorities may destroy any possibil

ity of fruitful consultation about the plan.

12. The. second difficulty is more concrete: it is caused by the inade

quacy of the administrative machinery. "Democracy at the top cannot be

supported by undirected .chaos at the bottom in the name of decentraliza

tion".^ A local authority cannot be a planning authority unless it can

administer what already exists with order and'efficiency. Services pro

vided by the central government.can help to improve the administrative

machinery but cannot by themselves make it efficient.

Resume of the role of local authorities in planning .

13. It is possible now to sum up the:part that, local authorities can play

in formulating the national plan. .They must firet: of all concentrate on .

l/ K. Sheshadri. Op. oit. Page 26.
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improving their own administrative organisation, particularly by attention

to proper staffing and to an equitable method of local taxation. At the

same time the councils of the local authorities must apply the doctrine

of community development to themselves and must strive to become ever

more representative until they can be truly described as community councils£

Each local authority must be capable of preparing a long-term capital budget

and reasonable enough to discuss it with other neighbouring local autho

rities and to adjust it if necessary in order to achieve some regional

co-ordination. Only from this starting point will representatives be able

to go forward to consultation with the representatives of the central govern

ment sufficiently confident and well briefed to support their proposals

without seeming bigoxted. Only from this starting point again will local

authorities be capable of appreciating what new local supporting services .

the government's own proposals will require,

14. If the national plan has been built up in this way the execution of

it is likely to present less administrative difficulty than if it has

merely been imposed by the government. The local authority will be res

ponsible for what is included in its own capital budget and additionally

it can execute other works as agent of the government. The more it actual

ly does either in .its own right or as agent of the government, the more

the people as a whole will be drawn into the process of development.

15. Successful participation by the people in simple development projects

will encourage them to participate in more complicated projects later.

The only other means of rapid development is coercion. Local government

is strategically well placed to promote the one and prevent the other,

but it is not yet a so obviously successful means of local administration'

that it will necessarily be preserved everywhere for its inherent merit.

It could easily be dislodged in favour of coercion if it was seen to make

no effective contribution either to the formulation or execution of the

development plan* ' ■- ......

16. Local government in Africa is likely to acquire real significance

for the people only when it is the means whereby they are allowed to

exercise sufficient responsibility in the social and economic fields. This
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implies that they must also have the will. The necessary human ingredients

of development are vision at the higher levels of government and hope

among the people. Vision is expressed not in vague exhortations to people

to better themselves, "but in a concrete plan. -Hope;is created only when

the various communities recognize that,the. plan.contains at least some

of their own projects; it is expressed;in the will to achieve them; it

is sustained by continuity and a sense of direction, which can only-De

supplied by a permanent institution, in short, some sort of local, authority.

For all its merits community development is not by itself sufficient, for

by definition its task is not to look too far ahead but to strike when
the iron is hot.

Questions for discussion :

17. Some questions for discussion, arising out of this chapter may be
set out as follows* ..... ,.y . . ...-.-. ■■.'■■

(i) Local authorities cannot exist without being planning authorities,

at least for the short-term. Is it sufficient for them to carry

on in this way, living from year to year and progressively pick

ing up the effects of long-term planning carried out by other

organs of government, or should they engage in long-term plann

ing themselves?

(ii) Bearing in mind the need for development in every direction,

are better results likely to be obtained if each local authority

makes its own self-contained plan or if all are compelled to

reconcile their plans with regional and national plans?

These are general questions. More particular questions are:

(iii) What are the characteristics of revenue and capital budgets,

annual and long-term, respectively - paras. 1 - 5?

(iv) To what extent should capital development be financed from the

revenue budget or from loans - paras. 2, 3?

(v) How can methods of social research be improved - para.6?

(vi) Is reliance on communal labour, including labour brigades, youth

pioneers, etc., an important factor in planning - para.8?
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(vii) A local authority faces one way the natural imprecision of

community development and the other way the precision required

by the national plan. How can it test fit itself to reconcile

these opposites - paras.8 - 10?

(viii) What help can the: central, government give to local authorities,

to facilitate this -task,, generally and specifically in respect
of:- ; ( . ..-■:..-. " ': :

(a) providing'a' list of "priorities - para. 10?

(b) Providing the right atmosphere for oentral/looal negotia
tions"- para. 13? . ■ . -, . . ■■- : ■ ■ ■ ■

Finally, a general question again:

(ix) Does popular participation in the plan mean direct, active

participation or is consent (or even mere acquiescence) enough?

This is the key question. ■ :
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CHAPTER V

FIT.'^CE

"1./. The decentralization of administration generally, "but not

necessarily implies' the' decentralization of finance. It is possible for

administrative devolution to "be accompanied by only delegation of finance,

as'%here a local authority has the full .power to establish, say, a

secondary road system but has no .typn.ey. to; spend on it" other than an arbitary

allocation froro-the central government. Such authorities are sometimes

oalled "spending authorities"9 but the process may be taken a srtage-'fluSther as

whore, they also collect (and rot.ain) a centrally imposed tax, Thi£■ 1/sy'-

howeirer, sti,ll delegation and. complete devolution is not achieved until the

lodai authority is gd,ven the, power to levy its own tax- It is when the

lbdal authority has the power,, to make an operative choice between greater

reVenue and smaller expenditure^, that it is a completely decentralized* ■.

oi*^arTof Administration... The..pr.o.pe.sses .leading up toJ this choice "by" a' public

au^tlti&ri-fcy must be exact and fair,anrd the central government on behalf of the

vpubli'c :ha!s' an obligation , to ..make them so. It fulfils this obligation by

ptfdi-fcive aids'and, controls..and, nowhere are they more important than'iri the

field of finance* .. , ■ . ,., .......

Equaligation " ■ " '■ ^ ■"' ■'':' .■■-"'" ■-' ■ ■.;.'■.'.■■■- '

2. UTot very long ago the modern services such as health, education, roads,

for which it is. now c.^qugh.t.. to, ir.a,.ke X.o.cal authorities responsible, were the

■r©V/-.vn'Siliil:it;. of o^itr.al-.governin.ents but they were not evenly

diBtri"bu'te:dc To pay -f-Qir . them, a .government drew on all"'the more obvious

sources of tax throughout .the country but could only spend its revenue

in areas wliarc ..fourvip^a ,irore. .needed and could be 'usedo For example, a

remote pastoral peQpie.-...pa,ying animal tax might produce a substantial amount

of K.oney in excess of the,cost, j.i1.. the few services they needed or could

use. Few areas were in.^b.a.lance. . Later the demand for modern services

became widespread and on its way up to the govern-tent met the doctrine of

the welfare state which was being handed duwn. The institutional system
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of local government and the movement of community development were twin

children "born of this conjunction- Community development was discussed in

chapter III and here the paper is concerned with^local government on its

financial side,

3. The people everywhere now deraandi services and the government would

like to satisfy the demand. But it cannot unscramble its earlier commitments

so as, for example, to take away services from an area which has long

enjoyed them in order to set them up again in a different place. Nor can

it say that henoeforth each area can enjoy the exclusive use of its qwn.

revenue "because since some areas are richer in natural resources than others

through no merit or fault of the inhabitants, the resultant spread of

services would be no more even than it is now. Adjustment is therefore

being sought through the principle of equalization, by which the government

puts each local authority on a financial base no lower than the average

base,,for the whole country. This can be done by means of a block grant

in aiid of its general revenue and it is logically the first central service

to local; authorities,, although it is not necessarily the first in time*.

Ideally there should.be an equalizing capital grant as well so that /the,

starting point for further development may be the same in all areas.

The Local Tax

4« The next service is to provide the local authority with its own.

sources of revenue which it can tap to a greater op less extent according to

its own decisions. Governments are reluctant, however* to hand over their

own sources of revenue, partly perhaps because they do not yet quite trust

local authorities, but^also because} as has already been explained,-the

yield from them is already earmarked.- Yet ..new. sources for a local tax;i are

not easy to find. I-Iaddiek lists those . currently in use under three heads,

property taxes, personal taxes, taxes on economic activity0 .1/ . . -;

—' Henry Maddick. Democracy, Decentralization and Development, 1963»p,.262
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5- The essence cf a loccO. tax can be found by working backwards from the.

budget meeting of the local authority. After all items of revenue, other

than the tax, have been taken into account, there is still a gap if all the

proposed expenditure is to be meto Ideally the local tax should be of a

sort that upon a resolution of the authority, it will spring into operation

and thereafter will produce at the right time the amount needed to close the

gap, neither much more nor much less*

The help of the central, government is needed to discover the forms

of local tax (or taxes,, for it is advantageous to have more than one) which

in the circumstances approximate most closely to this idealo Nor is this :;V

a matter for financial rx^sr.ts only but fo:? administrators also, since ■

fair assessment and humane collection are as much parts of the tax as its

amounto

The base of.a local tax should be specified in the law, so that ,

everyone may know. A local authority should not be free to introduce new

forms of taxation without approval of the legislaiure: it? freedom lies

in being able to vary the amount leviable on a known base*.

Other revenue

6. Other sourcer of local revenue are licences, fees, e.g. school fees,

and charges for services which can be measured, e.g., electricity, water.

The role of the government in respect of these is to decide how much they

can be used to'relieve the local tax. Local authorities in many countries

would like to derive most of their revenue from sources such as these

because it relieves them from the odium of having to increase the local tax.

To achieve this, they often impose a fee or charge in excess of the cost of

the particular service provided, the surplus is added to general revenue to

defray other expenses of a general nature. This has the effect of forcing

certain persons, e.go the users of water, to subsidise the cost of general

services enjoyed by the whole community and, unless watched, the paractice

may very soon get out of hana. Much the same applies to trading activities.

Opinion is divided whether profits and losses should be absorbed in the

revenue account or dealt with on a commercial basis: there are attractive

arguments on both sides*: - '
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Central'Grants - Revenue_ ' ■ " '

7« Over and above the equalising grant and the revenue drawn from their,

owi sources and interest on their investments,local authorities with rare

exceptions need further substantial grants from the. government., ITor are

governments in general averse from the principle of paying grants, however

much they may haggle over the amounts. The grants reflect the national

interest in what local authorities are doing, especially in the fields of

educationj health ar.d communications., Moreover, "because they are drawn

from the pockets of the gcnora.1 taxpayers of the whole country3 they give

governmentsj acting on bshalf of the public, a powerful means of exercising

control over -;::: \.\.y lnl \.^ioh ^hoy art l

8, Grants are a most substantial service to local authorities, "but it

is important that they should not "be regarded as charity. They should be

given and received as 01' rights "they should be calculated by reference to

an objective formula which should remain unchanged over a period of at

least three years, for, if a. local authority when preparing its annual

estimates cannot calculate the amount of the grant, it cannot know how much

it will have to raise fiom its local tax, ■ .

Central grants av.d. -;^^-^"^^

9. Outside the revenue budget there is, as has been explained, the

capital budget which is the reflection of the development plan.- Some local

authorities used to d=vuto a large part of their revenue budgets to capital

■works- Others, tnou^i: framing a separate capital budget, tried to feed

it from surplus;.; deliberately achieved in the revenue budget, neither of

these arrangements :U> sufficient and in most countries now local authorities

receive both grants end loans to finance development. It is not normally

possible to work out a formula for capital grants such as is necessary for

determining reven-io ^rantj. but forecasting the amounts is mere feasible if

local programmer h :"\. :.::.::.,.::_:■:.- "been fiiijed into the national development

plan«

If there is an agreed plan, it does not matter in theory whether ■

local authorities receive their capital funds from the Ministry of Local : ■.'■■
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Government or from the Ministry responsible for the work in question, but

many governments, in the interests of co-ordination have gone a stage

further and set up serai-independent credit banks or loans boards. Such

Units have several advantages over any organisation which may be set up

within the ministries.. They can add to any funds received direct from the

government by themselves borrowing in the market and by acting as repositories

for the reserve funds of local authorities. Moreover, by concentrating on

this one aspect of local finance, they can develop consultancy and

evaluation services for particular local projects and from experience of

all aspects of loan finance arrive at the most satisfactory rules of

procedure..

A similar service might be provided by an Association of Local

Authorities but there wou^d have to be. a sufficient degree of voluntary,

co-operation and the assurance of continuity to balance the statutory powers,

available to government-sponsored credit banks* .

Supervision

10. The central government, apart from its responsibility to provide

local authorities with the means of obtaining recurrent revenue and capital

funds commensurate with their functions, is:also ultimately accountable for

everything that happens to public money. It has to resist the temptation

to impose rules that'are. so rigid and detailed that they stifle local

initiative, yet it cannot afford not toguard against inefficiency and

corruption.. The balance between stimulation and control is delicately poised1

and a useful general principle is that it should be capable of being shifted'

to match the performance of individual local authorities; strict control over

an inefficient authority being gradually relaxed as it becomes more competent.

The most important points of contact between central and local

government are discussed in the following paragraphSo

Form of estimates and accounts-

11. The beginning of the cycle of operations is the preparation of the

estimates and the end of the cycle is the external audit0 It is clear

therefore that the estimates should.be prepared and the accounts kept in
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a form which will most.facilitate the.audit. There is absolutely no

virtue in allowing diversity in such straightforward routine matters? a

local authority does not prove its independence to anyone by adopting1

a peculiar form of estimating or accounting.. A most useful service

therefore is for the Ministry of Local Government in conjunction with the

Ministry of Finance to prescribe uniform procedures for the estimates and

the accounts- These procedures should not be merely copies of the

government's own procedures, because.the needs of local authorities are

somewhat different,, What they require for the estimates is a proforma

which will set out the expenditure and revenue attributable to each

department of the local authority. This will show the true costs of each

service,, The prescribed form of accounts should be related to: the form^of

the estimates* This will not only facilitate audit, about which more will

be said later, but will also make it possible for the local authority at

the end of the year to evaluate the performance of each service,, "Performance"

budgeting is a test of the efficiency of a service and a valuable guide to

the development of it0

Audit

120 Audit is of two kinds3 internal and external- Normally the finance

officers of a local authority should be responsible for a continuous

internal check, but where there are not.enough officers qualified to do

this, the service may be undertaken by central officials^ The external audit

is something different: it is an independent.examination of the authority's

accounts carried out on behalf of the public Sometimes it is done by the

government auditor, sometimes by private auditors employed for the purpose

by the government,sometimes by finance inspectors on. the staff of the

Ministry of Local Government, Whatever the practice, it is necessary that

the auditor should be independent: it is his business to disclose the facts*

What follows depends on local conditions.. Where the auditor and

the chief financial officer of the local authority 'are both professionally'

qualified, the auditor may be given the duty automatically to disallow any

unlawful and even unreasonable expenditure and to impose a surcharge on

those responsible, whether councillors or staffs' This includes the duty to




